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ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT AT BUV

The
Student Experience
Department
British University Vietnam (BUV) is the first fully British University in
Vietnam to offer a range of certified British higher education degrees
and the highest quality international learning experience possible,
with our 100% international faculty. Together we work towards
the mission of producing Vietnam's next generation of talented
discoverers, explorers and creative thinkers with the intellectual,

Following the huge success in 2018, BUV proudly gained remarkable achievements in 2019 on
its journey to become a higher education institution of world-class standard.
We launched Cyber Security and Cloud Technologies Programmes, and two new Pathways for
Art and Computing programmes. In September 2019 semester, the largest degree student
enrolment was recorded with 292 students. 453 students took BUV's IELTS training (both at
BUV campus and high schools); The university offered training for 35 provinces in collaboration
with Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 1560 teacher training hours for Department of Education
and Training at BUV; hosting the remarkable event of the International Tourism Conference and
Research Colloquium.
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) programme also grew impressively with two new
cohorts commenced in April and October 2019 with the enrolment number of 13 students
and 18 students respectively. The feedback from MBA students is very positive, with 95.3% of
students from the second and the third cohort are satisfied with the modules delivered since
July 2019.
In terms of academic results, the progression rate remained excellent at 98.52%. A larger
percentage of students achieved top grades (First class and Second Class – Upper Division)
which is 55.83% (4.36% higher than last year). On another note, 100% of students of the first
cohort of BUV's programme – Finance and Economics successfully passed the four-year course.
The launching of the online learning management system - Canvas since July 2019 semester
has provided a powerful platform that makes it easy to engage with students, providing
unlimited access to eLearning materials and easy to track learner progress and performance.

technological, work and life skills required to thrive in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.

DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT EXPERIENCE, PLACEMENTS AND ALUMNI
Student Experience Department provides different opportunities to help students develop
a path to explore their options, highlight the essential skills that prepare them for life after
college, grow as a well-rounded individual in all aspects, and connect students to future career
possibilities. We aim to help students succeed in whatever path they choose via providing a
wide selection of activities that make them a sought-after candidate in the market while having
a dynamic, inspirational and fulfilling student experience during their years at BUV.
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15

Stu de nt-ru n
cl
ub s

5414

Total attendances
of all activities in 2019

AN ACTIVE STUDENT LIFE
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
A wide range of extracurricular activities is offered throughout the year to encourage our students
to grow as individuals, embrace diversity, explore their talents, develop leadership skills and
enhance their emotional intelligence so that they can become a global citizen who engages in
local communities.
All clubs at BUV are initiated by and run by students, which helps them to stay connected with
fellow students that have similar interests and feel a larger sense of community while developing
their leadership and teamwork skills.

"Student life at BUV is an enjoyable experience. Every day I try to
improve myself to be a better version. Although there are many
ups and downs, it is always the experience I need to become more
mature."
NGUYEN KHAC HIEU – 1810MM

415

Total
club memberships

256

Total extracurricular activities
offered for BUV Students and
Alumni in 2019

“My student life definitely became more colourful thanks
to the activities with BUV Dance Club. Starting with just 7
members in 2016, now our group has reached 49 members
and introducing new projects monthly. At BUV Dance Club,
we do not only ignite our passion but also train ourselves,
gain more skills, and manage media systematically, such as
our YouTube channel. The effort comes not only from the
members but also from the continuous support from BUV and
the Department of Student Experience, Placement & Alumni. I
am very proud, grateful and thrive to grow better."
LE NGOC DIEP – 1810EM
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CULTURAL
EXCHANGE
A DIVERSE AND EXCLUSIVE BUV EVENTS
AND ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
First Year Experience Series:
First Year Experience Series: BUV's Student Experience Department offer regular group
workshops to help students sharpen their employability skills and get ready for their internships
right after their first semester. Our students are equipped with a strong foundation for a
promising career, with skills that employers value and qualities that organizations desire of its
human resources.
Numerous talks and seminars on the subject of the most desirable skills for the 4IR's employees
are organized for students from their first year to make sure they are ready for a business work
environment after just a few months of studying in BUV.

BUV has a strong partnership with Staffordshire University as well as the University of London,
therefore BUV students have the chance to visit the UK on a study tour every year. Over a 16day trip to the UK, visiting different cities and landmarks, students gain an appreciation for the
history and culture of the UK, as well as develop specialized knowledge of the current state
of development in science, technology, and arts in the UK, which remains a leading global
influence in these spheres. Aside from this, the trip also encompasses field trips to international
companies and factories, partner universities, and traditional villages. BUV also annually awards 2
students from the Staffordshire University programs, and 1 student from the University of London
programmes a free place on this amazing trip.
We want to create not just an international academic environment for our students, but also a
vibrant and memorable student life. Studying at BUV will bring opportunities for students to
express themselves, experience new things and discover new perceptions of the world. These
are important factors contributing to diverse student life, enriching personal experience and
helping students prepare for their journey after graduation.

Extracurricular Team Building
Critical
Thinking

Problem
-solving

Entrepreneurship

Leadership
Business
Etiquettes

Emotional
Intelligence

Career
planning
Personal
Identity
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Internship
preparations
Creativity

BUV students' timetables are always designed to
incorporate activities outside of their class to make
sure they are kept energized and enlivened whenever
they are on campus. This includes activities like Ice
Cream Days, Table football competitions during
lunchtime, Yoga and Massage sessions every week,
Sports activities, and off-campus activities including
Bowling, Trampolines, Escape Rooms, Eco Adventures,
and BBQ Parties.

"I can't believe my student life will have this memorable ending. The UK
is always my childhood dream! This trip gave me a more international
perspective, about the quality education of a "world-class" university
in the world, about traditional British culture, including in the daily life
of UK people as well as indigenous people. I'm still a little "choking"
because I want to absorb all the cool, new things in this country!

Healthy Living

“My trip to the UK for 2 weeks as an unforgettable experience. The UK
is a beautiful country, and I learned so much useful knowledge for my
future career. I was also able to fulfil my childhood dream of standing in
Old Trafford Stadium in Manchester.”

As part of the experience of being a BUV student, we
don't just have a world-class campus, but also a worldclass healthy lifestyle. All BUVers are entitled to full
access to our Gym and Fitness Center, Dance studio
and the Sports Complex on Campus. We know that
our students like studying hard, but also need to have
a healthy lifestyle and intensive fitness regime.

NGUYEN PHUONG MAI – 1610IBM

CU HA MAI PHUONG – 1610AF
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Study trips to Cambodia for Tourism Management students:
Every year BUV Tourism Management students
have an opportunity to visit different places
locally and regionally to expand and apply
their knowledge and professional skills.
Cambodia is a frequent destination for our
students to visit for their Tourism and Events
Service Operations Management Module,
which provides them with information about
the social impacts of tourism in the regions, as
well as responsible travel and diverse cultural
perspectives.

MEET THE UK by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs 2019

UK Education & Technology
roadshow
In October 2019, more than 50 BUV students
worked as volunteers to support the UK
EDUCATION & TECHNOLOGY ROADSHOW
at Hoan Kiem walking street, one of the
biggest events hosted by British Embassy
Hanoi. During the 2-day event, students
actively supported the British Embassy
at different roles organizing and guiding
visitors, accompanied the Chief Academic
Officer - Christopher Jeffery to meet and
welcome distinguished diplomats such as
the UK Minister of State at the Department
for International Trade, Mr. Conor Burns, the
British Ambassador to Vietnam Gareth Ward
and many other honoured guests.
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Especially, BUV Dance Club had several
amazing performances which made all guests
and visitors excited. UK Education and
Technology Roadshow 2019 was sponsored
by NashTech Technology Company, British
University Vietnam (BUV) and University of
Wales.

Meet the UK" was co-hosted by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA)
and the British Embassy in Vietnam
on November 28 in Hanoi with the
participation of high-level Vietnamese
and British leaders. 100 BUV Students
were honorably invited to attend this
event at MoFA Office, My Dinh, Hanoi
in addition to provincial chiefs from
around Vietnam, British Ambassador
H.E. Gareth Ward, Deputy Minister of
Industry and Trade, MoFA Standing
Deputy Minister, and several other
Vietnamese ambassadors and British
business leaders.

Through dynamic presentations and
lively panel discussions, as well as an
interactive exhibition and networking
sessions, BUV students and other
audiences were introduced to the
UK's various offerings in innovation,
technology, human capital, soft power,
culture, and diversity.

www.buv.edu.vn
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VIETNAM TOURISM
ON THE 21st CENTURY

ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF) 2019 takes place in Ha Long from 14 to 18 January 2019 with the
theme "ASEAN - The power of one" has welcomed about 2000 delegates, including delegations
from the Ministry of Tourism, the ASEAN travel agent, the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO),
international organizations, associations, tourism businesses, and the world's leading travel
media. BUV students in International Hospitality Management Programme (1810IHM) also
participated to interact and gain a deeper knowledge of the tourism industry. At the event, they
also had a panel discussion and presentation with the theme "ASEAN Region of Gastronomy".
Representing the host nation, BUV students brought to the forum the typical dishes of the North,
Central and, South of Vietnam to international friends.

Charity Activities
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Being a close partner and willing to join any
CSR activities, BUV has supported Blue Dragon
Children's Foundation to collect donated
toiletries, such as soap and tooth-paste, ...from
BUVers which will be given to street children,
survivors of human trafficking, and ethnic
minority communities who can't afford such
basic and essential items. The involvement aims
to make this campaign even greater by every
small action of each student and hope that our
small contribution can make someone's daily
life a bit better.

On Dec 5-6 2019, British University Vietnam
has successfully organised the Vietnam
Tourism on the 21st Century Conference.
The event has united more than 20 speakers,
researchers, industrial partners and more than
150 participants across the sectors in Tourism
and Hospitality On this event occasion, BUV
also welcome 11 students and lecturers from
Staffordshire University to Hanoi, Vietnam.
They had a great time during the conference
and enjoyed the activities with BUV students
as well as attractions in Vietnam very much
with a bunch of experience to Trang An,
Ninh Binh, Ha Long, and a Hanoi city tour organised and led by BUVers. This is a great
chance for both Universities' students to have
international experience and expand their
worldwide network!

www.buv.edu.vn
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boost ur vibe

INCENDIO
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INCENDIO 2019 - BOOST YOUR VIBE is a new playground specially
designed and organized by the Student Association Committee (SAC)
and all student clubs for new students of the 1910 intake. During
the first week, fresh students had the opportunity to get to know the
sophomore and senior students, faculty members, and staff members
of each Department who will accompany them throughout the years
at BUV. On the last day of the induction week, the new students joined
their seniors to participate in activities of exploring all student clubs
at BUV along with interesting team-building games to get over the
shyness; increase solidity among the BUV student community.

CHARITY

As part of our community commitment, BUV students annually join
BBGV's Fun Run for Charity, organised by the British Business Group
Vietnam. After many years of being Diamond sponsors, since 2017,
BUV has been joining the event as the title sponsor "BBGV-BUV
Charity Fun Run", with the participation of 8000 people from BBGV
corporate members of different sectors, BUV students, parents and
staff in 2019, the run is a chance for all BUV stakeholders to express
their community spirit and give back to society by "running for funds
and running for fun".

www.buv.edu.vn
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Christmas Party
Ho Ho Ho… the Christmas Party is an annual flagship event of BUV students and staff, organised by
the Student Association Committee with the support from the Student Experience Team and other
student clubs, to close out the year and look back on all our achievements as well as lessons learned
for the new year, while at the same time having fun together in the festive season with wonderful
entertainment and performances from BUV's talented students. In 2019, the event was a success with
many wonderful performances from BUV students and famous musical artists Min & Thinh Suy.

Annual Alumni Dinner
As part of our alumni engagement activities, this event shows our strong commitment to our
students even after graduation and makes sure the alumni are kept up to date with BUV's plan
and performance. This annual event welcomes all BUVers to come back to their University and
catch up with friends and faculty members. The 2019 Alumni Dinner had the participation of
more than 120 alumni and the presence of special guest: pop star Noo Phuoc Thinh, who shared
success stories throughout a 10-year career and closed with several entertaining performances
that attracted everyone in the ballroom.

Halloween Party

BUV Teachers’ Day

Planned and organised by the talented and
creative members of the Student Association
Committee, with the support from clubs and
students, the annual Halloween Party brings BUV
students the opportunity to enhance friendships,
open network and relax after classes, as well as
learn more about British culture from organizing
and participating in Halloween celebrations.

BUV is an International University but our
students also have respect and appreciation
for their lecturers who are not only their
teachers and mentors but also their consultants
and friends. That's why BUV's Volunteer Club,
with the support from all other clubs, annually
organises a small and cozy event to celebrate
Teacher's Day and express their gratitude to
their great lecturers for being their inspiration
during university life and beyond.
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"I was very fortunate to become a coordinator of SAC as soon
as I was admitted to BUV, so I was directly involved in the process of organizing the two biggest events for students that
are Halloween and Christmas Party. With the great investment and effort of the whole team, these are 2 memorable
events in the heart of every BUV student. Besides, I am also a
member of all the other club projects, activities which are fun
and meaningful."

"BUV is not just a place to "swim in the sea of deadlines or
do assignments till die". In my opinion, I think that BUV is
the best place for the student who wants to cultivate the experience, knowledge and participate in different activities.
Although I'm just a newbie at BUV, I think all the precious
things that I have learned in BUV will help me improve myself
during the time here and provide a better stepping stone for
my future”

NGUYEN MAI LINH - 1910MM

DAO NGUYEN HUNG – 1910MM

"BUV has exposed me to a wide variety of different experiences. Never have I expected my university journey to bring
me these valuable moments, to push me out of my old self, to
bring me possibilities I have yet to see in me. To think about
the person I have been during my high school years, it is truly
amazing to realize how BUV has been a crucial part of me
entering my adulthood."

"BUV is the ideal environment for us to acquire both knowledge and the necessary skillsets to achieve success. The skillsets which I've acquired will not only help me throughout my
time here at BUV, but it will also be beneficial when I finished
my course and head out to the real world. All and all, in the
past 4 months, I've learned many valuable lessons, shared a
lot of memorable moments with my peers and soulmates that
I will forever cherish."

DAO VUONG THANH – 1910EM

NGUYEN THI TRUC LAM – 1910IBM

"Becoming a BUVer is a new chance and experimentation.
Besides studying, we can also participate in many different
spectacular events and clubs. As a former manager of the
BUV Lions Basketball Club, I was able to learn more and developed myself to a greater me.”

DOAN THUY CHI – 1904CCP
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"BUV is more like a home to me rather than a school, and
the people are like a family. We can all learn something new
from each other and together grow into young adults. Being
a coordinator of the BUV Student Association Committee has
given me lots of opportunities to explore new things and create unforgettable memories."

BACH NGOC AN – 1910IBM
www.buv.edu.vn
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"BUV has given not only me but many other students lots
of new things to learn and new friends to make through
many exciting and helpful activities. I have learned not only
how to improve my academic knowledge I also gain a lot of
teamwork and leadership skills. Therefore, I am very grateful
to become a student and be guided by the faculties and
staffs of BUV."
NGUYEN DUC MINH – 1910MM

"Studying in BUV is a new page in my life since I had the
chance to explore a passionate and confident "me" whom
I couldn't become in the past. BUV brought me so many
opportunities to participate in a wide range of clubs and
activities, as well as study freely in my major as an artist. Many
thanks to my friends, my teachers, staff, to everyone I met at
BUV."
TRAN THUY TRANG – 1904CCP

"On my first day at BUV, I was a shy little boy that would
never step out of my comfort zone. However, with the
encouragement and support from staff, teachers and
mates, I realized that I need to take the opportunity to grow
in a great environment such as BUV. Being a part of the
Student Association Committee helped me to enhance my
negotiation skills, problem-solving skill, and having a critical
thinking mindset. I am so grateful that I have the chance to
organize events and participate in many activities."

WELL-BEING
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
COUNSELLING SERVICES
Looking after our students’ health and
wellbeing is essential for them to get the
most out of their time at British University
Vietnam. Life at university can be exciting
and interesting, we understand it can also
bring challenges, such as adjusting to a new
environment and the general stress of student
life. Sometimes, it can be difficult to reach out
to family and friends, or deal with things by
ourselves. Counselling can be helpful during
these times.
British University Vietnam provides
confidential, ethical and high quality
professional counselling to all currently
enrolled students free of charge.
Students may undertake counselling to talk
about personal, emotional, or mental health
issues which affect their studies and life.
Some common issues can include:
• Stress
• Life transitions, such as adjusting to 		
university
• Depression
• Anxiety
• Cultural adjustment
• Study and career issues
• Grief and loss
• Addictive behaviours
• Eating or body image concerns
• Self-esteem
• Traumatic experiences

• Loneliness and isolation
• Sexuality and gender identity
• Relationship issues
After less than one year in operation, BUV
Counselling Services have already provided
over 100 individual sessions for students and
parents. Most cases are about relationship
problems, and wellbeing and mental health
concerns. In addition, through 12 tea talk
sessions, the Services have created a safe
and non-judgmental space for all students to
release their emotions and recharge energy.

The students’ creation – “Recharge with Art” tea talk

“One more time proved to me that with
a willing mind, nothing is impossible”
(NGUYEN QUYNH ANH – 1704IBM)
“The feeling of closeness and comfort
helps me open my heart more”
(LUONG THAO NHI – 1910MM)

NGUYEN DANG CHI BACH – 1910MM
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CAREER SERVICES

CAREER
SERVICES
AND

INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMME
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Extracurricular Classes are offered to BUV students to
equip them with competitive advantages over other
candidates in labour market:
• Microsoft Office Specialist Course
• Graphic Design Course
• Korean Class
• Japanese Class
• Chinese Class
• Certificate of Finance, Accounting and Business Course
• Employability Skills Preparation Course

Personal Career Counselling session for Year 3 students with professional
employers and a recruitment consulting company.
The Student Experience Department offers all Year 3 – Semester 2 students of BUV a unique
service called One-on-One Career Counselling session with an experienced career counselor
cum head-hunter. With a strong background in recruitment in big corporations across multiple
industries and career mentoring experiences, the counselor helps students make the right
decisions concerning their career-related issues, such as career exploration, career choices,
career development. The One-on-One Career Counselling session allows students to identify
their personality, values, and interests as well as to reflect on their knowledge, skills, and abilities
to map a career path that is aligned with their values. After the session, students will be able
to assess their overall strengths and limitations as job candidates in the labour market and with
overall career development.

www.buv.edu.vn
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"As the Vietnam economy has been grown rapidly for
years, the competition in the labor market is more and
more intense. In the coming era of the 4.0 economy, while
more new career choices will be developed, some are
likely to disappear. It is always important for BUV students
to write their own stories in such exciting upcoming career
development. The BUV One-on-One Career Counselling
service will be a friend in helping BUVers to investigate
suitable career choices, define potential career paths and
grow quickly in the chosen industries."
LE QUOC VUONG, Student Mentoring Chief Consultant

SKILL TRAINING AND CAREER SEMINARS, COMPANY VISITS:
BUV students are constantly immersed in a variety of career workshops and seminars, skill
training as well as different field trips to companies and organisations to get exposed to the real
working environment. BUV is confident that its students are equipped with the highest quality
international learning experience with a distinctive personal development programme that can
suit everyone.

"Although I am just a first-year student at BUV, I have had opportunities to experience many
practical activities held by Student Experience Department such as career workshops or field
trips. I was most impressed by the workshops on developing soft skills, especially on CV writing
and interviewing skills, communications and networking skills as well as on sex education.
Through participating in these kinds of workshops, I've become more open and confident."

NGUYEN XUAN HA, 1910MM

"The workshops covered the crafting powerful CVs and cover letters was very helpful for
students. It enabled the students to tailor the next internship or job application to increase their
chances to get a job, prepare for interviews and not get stuck on those difficult questions and
to learn how to seek out those elusive graduate-level opportunities related to your course and
creative practice."

SEMINAR & CAREER TALK
• Start-up Gen X and Gen Y
• How to work in MNCs
• ASEAN Youth for Sustainable Tourism

• Comparison between IFRS and VAS
• WPP Media & Brand workshop
• Career opportunities in Tourism Industry

PIAGGIO CAREER TALK
• Special guest: Mr. Gianluca Fuime - General Director Piaggio Vietnam & Executive Vice
President Asia Pacific 2
• 1-1 interview opportunity and 1 slot of internship at Piaggio - one of the best companies to
work for in Asia offered for the best candidate
• The career talk’s promotion plan was made and implemented by BUV students (1810EM).

"Piaggio career fair was an amazing opportunity for BUV students to meet and discuss with
HR Directors and Regional Managers from Piaggio regarding career orientation, internship
opportunities as well as the working environment at Piaggio. Personally, I think workshops
and career fairs like should be organized more often as they are genuinely informative and
engaging." – NGUYEN MAI THUY, 1810IBM
"The opportunity to organize PIAGGIO Career Talk has prompted our growth on both personal
and professional levels. We have developed a deeper understanding of the skills required for
event management and enhanced our practical knowledge. The chance to meet and converse
with PIAGGIO employees, especially Mr. Gianluca Fiume (GD of PIAGGIO Vietnam), was an
extraordinary experience." – VU VAN HANG, 1810EM

JUN ALEJO BATHAN, Lecturer, Accounting and Finance
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At BUV, we believe that studying with lectures, textbooks, and the internet in a four-walled
classroom is not enough. Our students are encouraged to go out to see the world and learn by
experiencing a real business working environment or discover the history and culture of lands they
set foot on.
Company visits: Company visits BUV provided in 2019 include but not limited to Hilton Hanoi
Opera Hotel, JW Marriott Hotel Group (JW Marriott Hanoi, Sheraton Hanoi), InterContinental
Hotel Group (InterContinental Hanoi Landmark 72, InterContinental Hanoi Westlake), Ha Long
Cruise Trip, FPTS Headquarters, Ernst and Young Vietnam, KPMG Vietnam, Shinhan Bank Branch,
Admicro - VCCorp, Nielsen Hanoi, Nestle Factory Tour, Chula Fashion, Splendora Project and
more.

"At BUV, SE has hosted many workshops, career filed trips that are
useful for students in setting up a fundamental basis for future career
development. Last semester, I got a chance to join the Nestle Factory
tour and it was such a great field trip. Through the journey, I had learned
a lot about the company's supply chain management system of both
manufacturing and non-manufacturing departments. For me, that is a
precious opportunity to have an overview of the industry and understand
more about the real work."
CAO MINH HIEN, 1810AF

"The field trip to the Nestle Factory Tour was amazing. I was not only
shown how to make a carton of Milo milk pack from the raw materials to
the final product but also learned about the factory's possible solutions for
risk management in the manufacturing process. What excited me most was
the passion of those who are currently working at the factory when they
talked about their jobs. Deep inside my mind, I wish that after graduation I
could find a job that makes me happy every day as Nestle people did."
VUONG PHUONG THANH, 1810AF

"I've joined the Sheraton hotel tour and liked the field trip. Sheraton hotel tour provided me a
chance to explore more about Hotel's life. I will recommend the trips to other students because I
know that they will be interested in experiencing a real-life working environment."

"Although I know that Nestle is a big corporation, I did not expect the
field trip to have such many exciting new experiences. I did not only travel
around the factory but also learnt about the meticulous selection and
automatic production processes of a Milo box. Besides, Nestle offered
a lot of interesting internship programmes for students, especially the
"Nestle Management Trainee", I really think this is an opportunity that
worth a try to challenge myself.
NGUYEN NGOC QUY, 1810CCP

DUONG THU HA, 1910TM

"The trip to Shinhan Bank gave me essential knowledge about how
a bank operates and details about internal departments such as sales
department, credit department, etc. Having the chance to meet and talk
with professionals in the field like this is essential for you because when
you enter the working environment, you need to have both professional
knowledge and practical experiences."

PHAM NHAT ANH, 1910UoL

"It's not easy to predict what skills are required in the far future, but BUV's Student Experience Team,
faculty, and staff help students to prepare for their future effectively. It's a great pleasure to be part of
the BUV Family and I'm excited about our future."
Shafieh Dorry- Lecturer, Hospitality and Tourism, Event
"The field trip to Intercontinental Westlake Hotel was a fantastic opportunity for the students to
observe how the theory which they learn in the classroom is executed in the real world. We were
joined by the regional marketing manager who gave personal further insight into the service and
hospitality industry, as well as facilitating an interactive discussion with the students. Successful field
trips such as these don't just allow the students to venture out of the classroom, but they can offer an
authentic insight into an industry which they may soon become part of"
Michael Alan Lomax, Lecturer, Marketing Management
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INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMME
Developing an internship to suit
your needs
Companies and organizations interested in
the programme work with the BUV Student
Experience Department to tailor an internship
that will be valuable for all involved. As
the employer, you know what works best
for you, and what type of experiences will
be meaningful for students. Companies
can partner with BUV's Experience Team
on developing internships. Our team has
experience working with students and
maintaining strong ties with businesses
throughout the region, and we work
continually with employers on learning and
networking opportunities for students.
During a student's internship, BUV's Student
Experience Team is always available to be

contacted for support and we welcome any
feedback from the employer and student's
supervisor. Our commitment to open
communication with partners ensures a
positive experience for all stakeholders.
The program enables qualified, well-educated
undergraduates, to receive first-hand
experience in the workplace with a position in
a real company. Working full or part-time for
periods ranging from three to six months, the
internship complements and reinforces what
students have learned in the classroom. And
businesses benefit from mentoring students
who arrive with enthusiasm, energy, and an
eagerness to learn and contribute. Companies
find that internship programmes help them to
stay up-to-date and to recruit new talent.
At BUV, we consider the internship
programme a "win-win" experience for all
involved.

BUV CORPORATE PARTNERS FOR INTERNSHIP AND JOB PLACEMENT:

How does the programme work?
The internship programme is a voluntary
one, open to BUV students from first year
to alumni, in all of our current majors:
International Business Management,
Marketing Management, Accounting &
Finance, Finance & Economics, Tourism
Management, International Hospitality
Management, Contemporary Creative
Practice, Event Management, Computer
Games Design & Programming, and Banking
& Finance, Computer Science. Internships can
be paid or unpaid. The interns are interested
principally in gaining insight and real-world
knowledge, and in acquiring experience that
contributes to their personal as well as career
development.

Internships should run concurrently with the
university’s 4 semester breaks for different
majors: January to mid of April , July to
end of September (students of International
Business Management, Marketing
Management, Accounting & Finance, Tourism
Management, Contemporary Creative
Practice, Event Management, Computer
Games Design & Programming, Computer
Science), October to end of December, April
– early July (students of Finance & Economics;
International Hospitality Management) and
June to end of September (students of
Banking and Finance - University of London).

The employer decides whom to hire. While
BUV Student Experience Department assists
the company in recommending candidates,
the company conduct interviews with
applicants, and decide who is best suited for
a spot.
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STRENGTHS OF

BUV STUDENTS AND ALUMNI
• English proficiency
• Strong work ethic
• Proven leadership capabilities
• Coming from a variety of ethnic and social backgrounds, offering employers a diverse applicant
base
• Excellent academic preparation
• Practical study curricula and work experience
• Well prepared for the job search process. Workshops, seminars, publications are available to
provide students with interviewing techniques, resume writing and job search skills.

12%
Of graduates go onto further study

100%

Employment rate within 3 months
after graduation

925

Total number of internship offerings for
BUV students in 2019

WHAT EMPLOYERS SAY

ABOUT US?

“Grant Thornton Vietnam has received a number of interns from British University Vietnam.
We were very happy with the job quality performed by them and highly appreciated their skills
and working attitude during the internship. We are looking forward to having more chances to
cooperate with British University Vietnam in the future"

Mr. NGUYEN CHI TRUNG – Managing Director, Grant Thornton Vietnam

“BUV is a professional training environment. Our interns who come from BUV are always very
proactive and able to jump in very quickly. There have been many BUV alumni who have become
official employees of Savills and we expect to have more students from BUV joining Savills in the
future.”

RECRUITMENT TEAM – Recruitment Manager, Savills Vietnam

"Daehong Communications Vietnam and I have had the opportunity to receive several interns
from BUV to come and work at our office. We are very much impressed by their excellent English
skills and confidence, eager-to-learn attitude. We appreciate their support and looking forward to
welcoming more BUV talents to our company in the future."

Ms. NGUYEN THI THUY – Senior Strategic Planner, Daehong Communications Vietnam

"With the experience of working with students from different universities in Vietnam as well
as international institutions for years, Sheraton Hanoi Hotel is always happy to welcome BUV
students to join us for an internship as we know they are passionate, responsible, patient to learn
new skills and can adapt quickly with the new environment. We are looking forward to welcoming
more students of BUV to come and join Sheraton Hanoi in the coming time for internship and
full-time positions."

Mr. JULIAN WONG, General Manager – Sheraton Hanoi Hotel
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"We really appreciate the working ability of BUV's students. All of them have an excellent attitude
as well as high adaptability. They are truly proactive, energetic, willing to learn and quickly
adaptable to changes and challenges. InterContinental Hanoi Landmark72 is looking forward to
work with more students of British University Vietnam in the future to develop Vietnam's hospitality
industry."
Ms. NGUYEN QUYNH NGA - Learning and Development Manager, InterContinental Hanoi
Landmark 72

"Both ManpowerGroup and BUV have a strong commitment to making a difference to the lives
of young people by helping them nurture the learnability and professional skills to become workready candidates for today, tomorrow and future. Through our cooperation and collaboration
in recent years, we have a good impression of BUV students for their proactive attitude,
creativeness, well adaptation and on top of those, their good personal drive and eager to learn
attitude. Such qualifications are critical for employees who want to be successful in the everchanging industry and are what employers always look for. We believe BUV students will perform
greater in the upcoming times, and they will be always welcomed to join ManpowerGroup where
they can develop their career and contribute to our success."

Ms. HA NGUYEN – Training and Recruitment Manager, ManpowerGroup Vietnam
"Navigos Search highly appreciates British University Vietnam for connecting students with
Navigos. Your students have shown their talents, enthusiasm and fast grasp of working. We
believe that they have learnt a lot during their internship and contributed a lot to the success of
Navigos Search. Many students have passed their internship and become official employees.
We hope to have more chances to cooperate with British University Vietnam and welcome more
students to intern at our company."
Ms. NGO THI NGOC LAN - Regional Director, Navigos Search North Vietnam

"Hieu is bright, articulate and hard-working. His enthusiasm for the job comes through in all he
does. He has a positive attitude that makes him a pleasure to work with. Hieu would be an asset
to Piaggio Vietnam. We are looking forward to having more chances to know and work with
BUV's students in the future."

MARKETING DEPARTMENT, PIAGGIO Vietnam

“We greatly appreciate your students’ effort, they are hard-working, smart and lovable. One of
our managers even wants one of your students to be his permanent staff for her professional
business manner. We’ve also received several thank-you notes from other departments for your
student's great support.”

"We really appreciated the contribution and afford of Truc Linh & Duyen Ngan- interns from
British University Vietnam- during their time working with us. They had shown their working
attitude, talents, and skills that a professional employee should have. I was happy to have them
in our Event team and look forward to working with more enthusiastic students from BUV in the
future."

Ms. VU THU TRANG – Events Manager, TH School

"The Asian video game market is rapidly growing. Vietnam, in particular, is steadily increasing
its demand for technical expertise, to fuel not only new gaming companies but also already
established ones. As an international company, Gameloft is actively looking for interns and
new hires, and by mixing Games Design and Programming, BUV is creating a strong array of
competencies, enabling graduates to work effectively in an agile environment. It is a great
honour to be a partner with such a renowned establishment."

Mr. ARTHUR MICHOUX – Studio Manager (Branch Manager), Gameloft Hanoi

MS. NGO BAO VAN – Procurement Supervisor, United Nations International School of Hanoi
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"The domestic game industry has been developing at a fast pace and is expected to reach $
1 billion before 2027. While many game studios now have the capacities to develop worldclass titles, human resources are still the number one issue as demand outweighs its need. I
personally believe that BUV's course in Computer Game Design & Programming (CGDP) can
solve talent need problems for the game development industry and VNG in particular. As one of
the guests at your campus' opening ceremony, I was impressed with the University's mission, the
infrastructure, the teaching methodology and especially the innovative studying atmosphere. I
believe that you are offering high-quality courses and programmes, and so we always welcome
your students not only to visit but also to work for our company soon

Ms. TRAN XUAN NGOC THAO – Employer Branding Manager, VNG Corporation

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY
ABOUT

THEIR INTERNSHIPS?
"I had opportunities to work at WisePass - a start-up lifestyle application
that offers a membership package. What an amazing journey! I have learnt
so many things related to the marketing field, networking skills and have a
chance to see how a start-up rises to top from bottom. Thank you BUV and
WisePass.”
NGUYEN HOANG NAM - 1710MM

"I LOVE IT! Hilton was a wonderful experience for me. It helps me
tremendously in guiding my future career goals and path. I have learnt
so much including communicating, cooking skill and being patient. Also,
having a 5-star internship opportunity as a first-year student is a HUGE
advantage! My long journey will always be as stunning thank for BUV."
NGUYEN THE MINH - 1910TM

"This internship is a continuation of the part-time period at the Student
Recruitment and Institutional Partnerships Department. I was an intern
here since the middle of May and for nearly half a year, working with SR
staff has always been one of the best experiences of my student time.
However, most especially are "my teammate", there were Hoang Hiep,
Ngoc Ta, and Thao Ngoc and then Huu Trung, Trieu Vy, and Quang Huy.
They are the factor that makes my day to work become amazing and
extremely great. The friendliness of the bosses, as well as the others, has
made me feel loved, taught me about many new things. Thank you to
the SR Department, thank you guys, to my colleagues for a wonderful
internship."

NGUYEN MINH TUAN - 1810EM
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"Last summer, I had the opportunity to do my internship for the Risk
Management Division at VPBank Head Office. I worked my first month as
a Management Assistant Intern and the rest as a PMO Intern. While I was
there, I got the chance to prepare several training and meeting materials
relating to PMO, Risk Management, and other VPBank's future projects.
Not only did I get to do a lot of challenging tasks but I also received a lot of
training about Risk Management and PMO from my supervisors. They have
been the most exceptionally patient and delightful people when they show
me how tasks are approached or when issues occur. Whilst being there,
I was so happy to have received a lot of great feedback about my work,
knowing that I am contributing to their operation and I am learning a great
deal from them. I am incredibly grateful for this amazing opportunity and I
feel that after this, I truly have become a more well-rounded and confident
person. VPBank has taught me that real life is a lot more than the lessons
on a university, and that has inspired me to constantly strive to be better,
academically as well as professionally"
VU HA THUY LINH - 1710MM

"I had an internship at the Sales & Marketing at Sheraton Hotel Hanoi.
I am happy and honoured to become one of the trainees who have the
opportunity to practice at one of the most popular 5-star hotels in Hanoi.
With a professional and dynamic working environment, I have gained a lot
of knowledge and memorable experiences. Thank you BUV for helping me
find a place for internship."
PHAM VAN ANH - 1910MM

''I must confess that at the beginning, knowing that BUV's students would
go for an internship in the first year while most of the other universities'
students are still studying hard, I was very surprised because it was only
after 3 months studying at BUV, I was still quite junior with the amount of
knowledge I had to get ready for a job. But indeed, I changed my mind
about the way BUV prepares for its students, BUV always puts students'
comfort first, helps each student find their value, and then after 3 months
of marketing internship at Apollo, I have grown up a lot, gained a lot of
knowledge, acquired new relationships and especially the ability to take
care of children. Thanks, BUV and Apollo for giving me 3 very meaningful
months.''

"Thanks to the support of the SE department at BUV, I've had my very
first internship at Vietnam Grand Prix LLC. as a Venue Service Intern. This
experience grants me a chance to apply what I've learned at University in
the practical context, and understand opportunities as well as challenges
in working in a huge business entity like Vingroup. Besides, this chance
allows me to acknowledge whether my major is a good fit for me, which
helps me to develop suitable strategies to get ready for the future working
environment. In a nutshell, I suppose that working at Vietnam Grand Prix
LLC. to prepare for Formula 1 Race in Vietnam is a once-in-the-lifetime
opportunity to understand me better and get exposed to the real working
environment to better prepare for my future."
DO DUC MANH - 1910MM

"Le Bros is one of the leading PR and Communications agencies in
Vietnam. Fortunately, I had an internship offer here as an account
management position. At LeBros, I have learned the experiences from
others in the same position, contributed to the media projects for the first
time. It has brought me a great source of practical knowledge, which I
haven't got in the University."
NGUYEN MAI LINH - 1910MM

"During this spring break, I was very fortunate to have had the opportunity
to work as a Design and Creative Intern for the Graphic Design team of
Maximum Ultimate - one of the leading creative agencies in Indonesia.
As the name "Maximum", everyone here is maximumly friendly,
maximumly fun, but also maximumly talented. Although the internship
only lasted for 2 months, I learned a lot from evaluating clients' briefs to
running a lightning deadline within a day or persuading clients to choose
our ideas.
Besides, I also got to know the culture, cuisine of Indonesia, as my lovely
colleagues showed me around Bandung and tried lots of street food. I was
even able to study a bit of Indonesian and can even order food for myself!
After 2 months, I felt no regret at all when decided not to go back for the
Tet holiday with my family and stayed here to work. This is truly my most
memorable internship ever!"
TRAN PHUONG THAO NGOC - 1810CCP

DINH HOANG VIET DUNG - 1810EM
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IF YOU’RE

INTERESTED
BUV believes that the employment programme offers employers major benefits, among
which is the satisfaction of knowing they are developing and gaining access to a pool of
highly skilled and sought after prospective employees.
We urge you to consider participating, and to contact us via SE@buv.edu.vn
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DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT EXPERIENCE, PLACEMENTS AND ALUMNI
BRITISH UNIVERSITY VIETNAM
Ecopark Campus: Ecopark Township, Hung Yen Province
(+84) 2216 250 250
SE@buv.edu.vn
www.facebook.com/buvcareer
www.facebook.com/buvstudentcommunity
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